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ABSTRACT
The use of RCM techniques have begun to change
maintenance practice at Bruce B. This paper identi-
fies the status of the program at Bruce B, and exam-
ines a new methodology for completing system
analysis studies by incorporating lessons learned and
results from Bruce A.

INTRODUCTION
Reliability Centered Maintenance - RCM -develops
cost-effective preventive maintenance applications
for complex systems based on the functional impor-
tance of the component, and on the use of condition
monitoring techniques. The purpose nuclear plant
RCM is to ensure the operability of the station's safe-
ty-related equipment, and to ensure the production
of electricity, at competitive costs.
Competition in the electric utility sector is forcing util-
ities, especially those owning nuclear facilities, to
reduce costs. Natural gas, abundant world-wide, has
become the energy source of choice for new elec-
tricity generation. In addition, utility regulatory agen-
cies have adopted positions requiring rates to remain
as is, or to be reduced. Therefore, to control large
and increasing operations and maintenance costs,
utilities have focussed on improving preventive main-
tenance practices, and reducing maintenance costs.
RCM has become a leading technique for evaluating
preventive maintenance at nuclear power plants. The
drive to perform RCM is based on three economic
factors:

• trip reduction/availability - PM to prevent the fail-
ure of equipment whose failure causes plant trips,
increased downtime, or power reduction.

• maintenance cost - PM to prevent costly equip-
ment failures, regardless of plant impact, or to pre-
dict failures in order to plan for mitigation.

• outage costs - PM to reduce the amount of
scheduled downtime for equipment (either plant
shutdown, or system down time).

RCM allows the allocation of scarce resources to
maximize benefits in these areas, as well as to
improve equipment performance.

The potential benefits of RCM have lead Ontario
Hydro to develop programs for each of its nuclear
power stations. Hydro's Bruce B station began its
program in 1993, and is currently developing signifi-
cant innovations to the RCM process. This paper dis-
cusses the status of the Bruce B RCM program, and
the factors involved in transferring RCM analysis
techniques and results between nuclear plants.

RCM ANALYSIS DEVELOPMENT
In the 1960s, United Airlines determined that time-
directed overhauls (regularly scheduled disassembly
and internal inspection) of aircraft equipment was not
necessarily cost-effective. At about the same time,
Boeing began to develop the first 747s. The airline
industry recognized that applying traditional preven-
tive maintenance techniques to this enormous plane
would make the plane too expensive to fly. In addi-
tion, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
required more safety features due to the large num-
ber of passengers the 747 would carry. In response
to these two factors, United, Boeing and several
other airlines interested in purchasing 747s devel-
oped the RCM process.

As originally conceived, RCM embodied the follow-
ing principles:

• aircraft equipment maintenance should be based
on the function of the equipment,

• equipment failures would be tolerated only if they
could be detected or predicted before catastroph-
ic failure by the crew or by maintenance person-
nel; otherwise, the equipment would be
redesigned to eliminate the failure,

• routine overhauls do not necessarily enhance
equipment reliability.
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In addressing the first point, maintenance program
designers evaluated every equipment item on board
the 747 for "criticality" - support of safe commercial
aircraft flight. Those items found to be non-critical
may be allowed to fail, while critical components are
subject to additional analysis.

Any critical system or component whose failure
could not be tolerated, e.g., resulted in a plane crash,
or detected beforehand was redesigned or made
redundant. For potential failures that could be detect-
ed by the flight crew, mitigating action would be
incorporated into flight instructions. For example, the
mechanism that moves the plane wing flaps may fail,
which would prevent safe landing. However, the
flight instructions required the pilot or co-pilot to
manually lower the flaps (a design change to elimi-
nate the intolerable failure of the wing flap mecha-
nism), and land the plane.

In addition, the aircraft is subject to routine inspection
by maintenance crews, who examine the plane for
signs of possible future failures. The need to detect
failures before catastrophe lead to the emphasis on
predictive maintenance or condition-monitoring
tasks. All RCM programs attempt to use condition
monitoring whenever practical and cost-effective.

The third RCM principle is based on studies by the
airlines that found only 11 % of all aircraft compo-
nents experience a relatively steep increase in failure
rate at some age limit. Only these components ben-
efit from routine overhauls or replacements. Other
components are either allowed to fail, if the failure
has no effect; incorporated into flight crew instruc-
tions, if the plane can survive the failure; added to
the routine preventive maintenance program, if the
failure can be detected before catastrophe; other-
wise, the component is redesigned.

The principles listed above apply to any system with
significant impacts due to equipment failure. RCM
has been performed on a number of U.S.
Department of Defense weapons systems, such as
aircraft and submarines, and to nuclear power plants.
RCM was first applied to nuclear power plant sys-
tems in 1984, as part of a pilot study of systems at
three power plants funded by the Electric Power
Research Institute (EPRI). This study was so suc-
cessful that EPRI commissioned two full plant stud-
ies, at San Onofre (Southern California Edison) and
Ginna (Rochester Gas & Electric). Since that time,
RCM has been performed on some or all plant sys-
tems at about 55 U.S. nuclear utility sites.

In 1991, Ontario Hydro commissioned its first full
plant RCM study at the Bruce A Nuclear Generating

Station, near Tiverton, Ontario. Bruce A had experi-
enced reduced equipment availability and plant
capacity. In part, deferring PM tasks to perform addi-
tional corrective maintenance, and to reduce costs,
lead to the decline in plant performance. Following
the start of the Bruce A program, Bruce B concluded,
after an exhaustive examination of PM improvement
techniques, that the EPRI approach to RCM was the
most likely to be effective. Although CANDU reactors
differ from US plants - most notably in the use of on-
line refueling, and in the use of a natural uranium/
deuterium moderator reactor configuration - RCM
was determined to be applicable. Currently, Hydro is
performing RCM at all four of its nuclear sites.

Bruce B began its program in 1993. Program man-
agement obtained site buy-in by creating an RCM
team from different groups - maintenance engineer-
ing, the maintenance trades, and Operations.
Maintenance engineers and operators analyze the
higher safety significant plant systems, while techni-
cians analyze lower safety significant systems. The
engineers and operators use an RCM technique
known as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
(FMEA). This technique has been in use for many
years, and was used to perform the first RCM analy-
ses of aircraft in the 1960s. During an FMEA, the
analyst identifies all significant failure modes of a
component, and evaluates the effects of each failure
mode. If the failures effects are highly significant,
preventive maintenance is established (if possible)
for that component. If the failures are not significant,
the component is allowed to run to failure, unless a
cost-effective maintenance task is found.

The technicians at Bruce B use a technique known
as Criticality Checklist to analyze systems. In this
technique, each significant failure mode is evaluated
against set criteria, such as whether the failure mode
causes a plant power reduction. Components criti-
cality is based on the criteria responses. This method
provides less detail than the FMEA, but costs less to
perform, and is used to analyze systems with less
impact on plant operation and safety.

The Bruce B technicians also perform the implemen-
tation of RCM recommendations by creating, delet-
ing, or modifying call-ups. The approach used at
Bruce B has the advantage of maintenance depart-
ment buy-in, and avoids the conflicts caused by hav-
ing different groups analyze and implement the RCM
recommendations. Conflicts like these have lead to
difficulty in implementation, and, in some cases, to
abandonment of the RCM process.
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CURRENT RCM PROGRAM STATUS
AT BRUCE B
Bruce B has identified 53 plant systems to be ana-
lyzed using FMEA or Criticality Checklist. Table 1 lists
each system, analysis method and status. Despite
changes in personnel, the Bruce B RCM effort has
made significant progress. In July, 1995, the Bruce B
RCM program employed on at least part time basis
one supervisor, two engineers, and three craftsman
(two mechanical and one control tech). In the near
future, the group will obtain staff support from
Operations.

Over 24,000 plant components have been analyzed
as part of this effort. The analyst evaluates compo-
nents associated with the reference unit (Unit 5),
then makes changes to reflect the configurations at
the other three units. Generally Unit 5 and 7 are iden-
tical, while unit 6 (the oldest unit) has more equip-
ment installed, and Unit 8 less. Differences between
the units represent implementation of lessons
learned during the design and operations process.
Approximately 90% of the components are common
to all four units.

The RCM group craftsman are in the process of
implementing recommendations for each of the
above listed systems. To date, the RCM program has
instituted the following changes to the PM program:

• Added 182 Mechanical and 160 Control PM tasks
• Deleted 1 Control PM task
• Modified 4 Mechanical and 48 Control PM tasks.

Craftsmen implement tasks following station accep-
tance of the recommendations. The craftsman are
also responsible for analyzing Criticality Checklist
systems, and other duties. This arrangement inte-
grates maintenance personnel into the RCM
process, but the division of duties means implemen-
tation lags system analysis finalization.

Since the PM implementation effort has essentially
just begun, determining changes to plant costs or
performance is not yet possible. The intangible ben-
efits of the project are beginning to be realized in
terms of better communications between mainte-
nance and system engineering. RCM has also been
used as a vehicle for expanding more advanced con-
ditioning monitoring techniques, such as air-operated
valve diagnostics and lube oil analysis.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The Bruce B RCM group will complete the 53 sys-
tems by 1998, under the current schedule. However,
the process may be accelerated if Bruce A data can
be converted for use at Bruce B. The Bruce A RCM

program began two years earlier than the Bruce B
program, and has analyzed and implemented recom-
mendations for more systems. Conversion of Bruce
A data to Bruce B requires answering the following
questions:

• if the conversion appropriate?

• can be conversion, if appropriate, be performed
more easily than simply analyzing Bruce B data?

The first question asks if the Bruce A recommenda-
tions and analysis results fit circumstances at Bruce
B. Although "replicate" plants, Bruce A and B have a
number of different design features. For instance,
Bruce A has smaller, higher head moderator pumps
than does Bruce B. Also, the individual units at Bruce
A and Bruce B have differences. These differences
may mean that PM tasks appropriate for one design
are inappropriate, unnecessary, or even detrimental
to the other plant design.

In addition to design, Bruce A and B equipment may
differ in experience. The units at Bruce A were com-
missioned up to four years before those at Bruce B.
In that time, the Bruce A units may have experienced
design changes, corrective maintenance, operation
practices and even preventive maintenance that dif-
fer significantly from the Bruce B units.

Finally, Bruce A and Bruce B may use different main-
tenance techniques; for example, one plant may use
heat balance calculations to determine when heat
exchanger tubes are to be

cleaned and inspected, while the other plant per-
forms such cleaning on a time-directed basis. Task
performance frequencies may differ as well. Each of
the considerations discussed in the previous para-
graphs must be evaluated when converting Bruce A
RCM analyses to Bruce B.

The second part of the conversion involves the
mechanisms of conversion. Both Bruce A and Bruce
B use the Electric Power Research Institute's (EPRI)
RCM Workstation for documenting analysis results.
To convert the Bruce A analysis results, Bruce B
must develop a "translation" routine to change
Bruce A component identifiers and call-ups into the
equivalent identifiers for Bruce B. In addition, the
design changes discussed above must be reflected
in the Bruce B results. Components installed at
Bruce A but not at Bruce B must be deleted, while
those components unique to Bruce B must be ana-
lyzed using RCM techniques. Lastly, the entire
process must be subject to a "sanity check" - do the
Bruce A RCM results and the conversion to Bruce B
make sense, and reflect Bruce B philosophy and
practices.
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From a management standpoint, the key question is
whether the conversion process can be performed in
a cost-effective manner - i.e., is converting Bruce A
data less time consuming than performing the analy-
sis on Bruce B equipment directly. To answer this
question, Bruce B initiated a pilot conversion of the
main moderator system. During the pilot, the
researcher tracked the manhours to perform each
step in the conversion process, as well as the
changes needed to make the analysis appropriate to
Bruce B. This effort is ongoing, but the following con-
clusion have been tentatively drawn:

• the Bruce A and Bruce B design are relatively sim-
ilar - several components differ in design, such as
the pumps discussed in the previous paragraphs,
but may not differ in the preventive maintenance
tasks required. For major components, the Bruce
A and B designs are very similar. Instrumentation
and minor valves differ somewhat, but deleting
components that are unique to Bruce A was per-
formed relatively quickly.

• the component identifiers for major components
at the two plants are almost identical. In a few
cases, the component identifiers differ in ways
that do not affect the analysis process; for exam-
ple, at Bruce A, main moderator pump 1 is assocn
ated with train A, while at Bruce B, pump 1 is
associated with train B. Identifying and physically
changing the component identifiers from Bruce A
to Bruce B was accomplished relatively quickly.

• the design information needed to compare the
two plant systems was relatively easy to obtain
and to interpret. The Bruce B system design man-
uals identify design differences between the two
units, which greatly facilitates comparison.

Management at each station will be able to evaluate
the final results from the pilot to determine the next
course of action. One obvious course is to convert

Bruce B data for Bruce A use. To date, Bruce B per-
sonnel have analyzed only one system analyzed at
Bruce A. In the future, Bruce A and B may assign
systems to one analysis team or the other based on
past analyses of similar systems, and share the
results using the conversion process. The entire
process may be applied to other replicate plants as
well, resulting in cost savings in performing RCM
analyses.

CONCLUSIONS
The Bruce B RCM program is making considerable
progress in achieving its goal of analyzing the bulk of
station systems. The analysis effort is about 40%
complete, while the implementation is effort is
approximately 20% finished.

Bruce B has enhanced its program through the use
of innovative RCM practices. Performing more rigor-
ous analysis for more critical systems will lead to
cost savings, and is in accordance with the RCM
principle of basing effort on the functional impor-
tance of the entity being analyzed. Bruce B is also
developing other innovations, such as the conversion
process discussed above, that, if successful, will
make the Bruce B RCM program extremely cost
effective.
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SYSTEM

MAIN STEAM & WATER
MAINTENANCE COOLING
D20 RECOVERY
LIQUID ZONES
PHT (MAIN LOOP)

ECI
MODERATOR
ANNULUS GAS
PHT (AUXILIARIES)
FUEL HANDLING
SDS1
SDS2
RRS
AIR LOCKS & TRANSFER CHANNELS
TURBINE GENERATOR
CONDENSATE & FEEDWATER
CONTROL CENTER EQUIPMENT
STEAM GENERATORS
DC POWER
13.8KV ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
4.16KV ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION
WATER TREATMENT
SPENT FUEL BAYS
INSTRUMENT AIR
FEEDWATER HEATING
END SHIELD COOLING
EMERGENCY WATER STORAGE
LOW PRESSURE SERVICE WATER
MAIN POWER OUTPUT
BREATHING AIR
FIRE WATER
HIGH PRESSURE SERVICE WATER
EMERGENCY WATER

EMERGENCY PLANT GENERATORS
D20 TRANSFER
HEATING & VENTILATION
MATERIAL HANDING
CONDENSER
DOMESTIC WATER
TRANSFORMERS
SHUTDOWN COOLING
FILTER & RESIN HANDLING
D20 CLEANING & UPGRADE
CLOSED LOOP DEMIN WATER
WASTE MANAGEMENT
D20 SAMPLING
D2O SUPPLY
D20 LIQUID RECOVERY
SERVICE AIR
HYDROGEN
SEWAGE & DRAINAGE
CO2
SWITCHYARD AIR

ANALYSIS
TYPE
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA

FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
FMEA
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL

CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL
CCL

ANALYSIS STATUS

FMEA - COMPLETE
FMEA - COMPLETE
FMEA - COMPLETE
FMEA - COMPLETE
FMEA - COMPLETE

FMEA - IN PROGRESS
FMEA - IN PROGRESS
FMEA - IN PROGRESS
FMEA - IN PROGRESS

CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE
CCL - COMPLETE

CCL- IN PROGRESS
CCL- IN PROGRESS

IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

MECH. CONT - COMPLETE
MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
CONT - COMPLETE
MECH - COMPLETE
CONT - IN PROGRESS; MECH -
COMPLETE

MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
MECH, CONT - COMPLETE
MECH - COMPLETE
MECH - COMPLETE
CONT - IN PROGRESS; MECH -
COMPLETE

Table 1: RCM Status
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